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INTRODUCTION

The extraordinary outbreak of corporate scandals in large public companies like Enron and WorldCom prompted Congress to enact the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 ("Sarbanes-Oxley" or "SOX") to thwart corporate fraud and restore public confidence in corporate governance. As the most far-reaching securities regulations since the securities laws originally passed in 1933 and 1934, Sarbanes-Oxley sought to rein in corporate fraud by enhancing disclosure, strengthening auditor and audit committee independence, holding senior management accountable, and imposing tougher civil and criminal penalties for violations.

Sarbanes-Oxley imposes internal reporting obligations on attorneys. Under § 307 of SOX and the Securities and Exchange Commission's

1. See Ken Brown, Company Blowups Abound, Rebounds Rare; Scandals, Weak Economy Crush Every Market Sector, But Investors Find Winners, WALL ST. J., Jan. 2, 2003, at R2; see also Greg Hitt, Bush Signs Sweeping Legislation Aimed at Curbing Corporate Fraud, WALL ST. J., July 31, 2002, at A4 (describing reform legislation as responsive to reported scandals at public companies such as Enron, WorldCom, Global Crossing, Adelphia, Xerox, and Tyco).


This bill . . . hold[s] bad actors accountable for their fraud and deception . . . . The legislation goes much farther, and it should because the problem goes much deeper. We are faced with much more than just the wrongdoing of individual executives. We are faced with a crisis of confidence in America's capital markets and in American business . . . above and beyond hundreds of billions of dollars [that have been] wiped out. That is what has happened already. You do not have investor confidence. Without investor confidence, we will not have the economic recovery that we need. Jobs aren't being created. Frankly, this affects all of us.


8. Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 § 906 (codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1350 (Supp. III 2003)). A knowing false certification is punishable by a fine of up to $1 million and/or ten years in prison. Id. § 906(c)(1) (codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1350(c)(1) (Supp. III 2003)). A willful false certification is punishable by a fine of up to $5 million and/or twenty years in prison. Id. § 906(c)(2) (codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1350(c)(2) (Supp. III 2003)).


10. Id. (requiring that the Securities and Exchange Commission adopt rules of professional conduct for lawyers practicing before the SEC). This section provides as follows:
Conscripting Attorneys

("SEC") implementation of SOX through Rule 205, an attorney who detects evidence of a material violation by her client must report the violation up the ladder to the corporation's chief legal officer ("CLO") or the chief executive officer ("CEO"). If these officers do not provide an appropriate response, the attorney must continue up the ladder and report to the audit committee, to a committee of independent directors, or to the full board of directors. Section 307 caps the attorney's whistleblowing obligation at reports to the corporation's board of directors, but permits attorneys to go outside the corporation and report to the SEC. In other words, attorneys

Not later than 180 days after July 30, 2002, the Commission shall issue rules, in the public interest and for the protection of investors, setting forth minimum standards of professional conduct for attorneys appearing and practicing before the Commission in any way in the representation of issuers, including a rule—

(1) requiring an attorney to report evidence of a material violation of securities law or breach of fiduciary duty or similar violation by the company or any agent thereof, to the chief legal counsel or the chief executive officer of the company (or the equivalent thereof); and

(2) if the counsel or officer does not appropriately respond to the evidence (adopting, as necessary, appropriate remedial measures or sanctions with respect to the violation), requiring the attorney to report the evidence to the audit committee of the board of directors of the issuer or to another committee of the board of directors comprised solely of directors not employed directly or indirectly by the issuer, or to the board of directors.

Id. (emphasis added). Pursuant to the statute, the SEC issued Rule 205 to implement the "up the ladder" reporting requirements for securities lawyers. See infra note 11.


12. "Evidence of a material violation" under SOX and the SEC regulations means "credible evidence, based upon which it would be unreasonable, under the circumstances, for a prudent and competent attorney not to conclude that it is reasonably likely that a material violation has occurred, is ongoing, or is about to occur." 17 C.F.R. § 205.2(e) (2005). "Material violation" under SOX and the SEC regulations means "a material violation of an applicable United States federal or state securities law, a material breach of fiduciary duty arising under United States federal or state law, or a similar material violation of any United States federal or state law." 17 C.F.R. § 205.2(i) (2005).

13. See supra note 10 (describing the "up the ladder" reporting requirements).

14. "Appropriate response," according to the SEC, is "a response to an attorney regarding reported evidence of a material violation as a result of which the attorney reasonably believes:

(1) ... no material violation ... occurred, is ongoing, or is about to occur;
(2) ... [t]he issuer ... adopted appropriate remedial measures ... ; or
(3) ... [t]he issuer ... retained or directed an attorney to review the reported evidence of a material violation ... ."

17 C.F.R. § 205.2(b) (2005).

15. Id.

16. "'[I]t does not envision the lawyer going outside the client'... 'The report goes to the highest authority within the company itself.'” John Caher, Corporate Reform Bill Means Changes in Client Relations, N.Y. L.J., July 29, 2002, at 1-2 (quoting Stephen Gillers, legal ethics expert and Vice Dean of New York University School of Law).

17. The SEC's regulation implementing § 307 of SOX provides as follows:

An attorney appearing and practicing before the Commission in the representation of an issuer may reveal to the Commission, without the issuer's consent, confidential information related to the representation to the extent the attorney reasonably believes necessary:
must serve as internal whistleblowers to the corporation, and may voluntarily serve as external whistleblowers to the SEC.\textsuperscript{18}

While Sarbanes-Oxley provides protection to whistleblower-employees who expose corporate fraud, it remains unclear whether SOX protects whistleblower-attorneys.\textsuperscript{19} Purportedly, SOX protects all reporting employees from retaliation through the whistleblower provisions under § 806.\textsuperscript{20} Section 806 provides in part:

Civil action to protect against retaliation in fraud cases
(a) Whistleblower protection for employees of publicly traded companies. No [public] company . . . or any officer, employee, contractor, subcontractor, or agent of such company, may discharge, demote, suspend, threaten, harass, or in any other manner discriminate against an employee in the terms and conditions of employment because of any lawful act done by the employee to provide information to a Federal agency, a member of Congress, or a supervisor over the employee of any conduct the employee reasonably believes is a violation of any SEC rule or regulation or any Federal law provision relating to fraud against shareholders.\textsuperscript{21}


18. A "whistleblower" has been defined as one who, in good faith, publicizes or discloses the potential harmful conduct of past employers, supervisors, or co-workers. Robert D. Boyle, A Review of Whistleblower Protections and Suggestions for Change, 41 LAB. L.J. 821, 822 (1990).

19. See John C. Coffee, Jr., Myth & Reality: SEC's Proposed Attorney Standards, 229 N.Y. L.J., Jan 26, 2003, at 5 (speculating that "[r]ather than [becoming] exposed targets for retaliation, corporate employees, including attorneys, who report 'up the ladder' may have received the equivalent of tenure" from § 806).

I use the terms "reporting attorneys" and "whistleblower-attorneys" to signify both in-house and outside attorneys who are subject to Sarbanes-Oxley's § 307 reporting-up obligation. Section 307 and the underlying SEC regulations apply to all attorneys "appearing and practicing before the [SEC]." 17 C.F.R. § 205.2. This includes both in-house counsel and outside counsel whose practice includes transacting any business with the SEC; representing the issuer in an SEC proceeding or inquiry; and providing advice on securities laws, the SEC's rules or regulations, or any information that is incorporated into any document filed or submitted to the SEC. \textit{Id.}

20. See Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 § 806 (codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1514A (Supp. III 2003)). Section 806 prohibits retaliation against employees of publicly traded companies for reporting or assisting in an investigation of fraud against shareholders. Whistleblowers are protected from harassment, demotion, suspension, discharge or any other manner of discrimination by the companies' employees, officers, contractors, or subcontractors. \textit{Id.}

An employee who prevails in an action under this statute is entitled to "all relief necessary to make the employee whole." 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(c) (Supp. III 2003). An employee may seek remedies such as reinstatement with same seniority status, back wages with interest, and any special damages sustained including litigation costs, expert witness fees, and reasonable attorney fees.

The whistleblower provision prohibits retaliation against employees of publicly traded companies for reporting or assisting in an investigation of fraud against shareholders. The statutory text, however, does not explicitly address whether § 806 applies to reporting attorneys employed by public companies. Indeed, the statute does not provide explicit language connecting § 307's whistleblowing obligations with § 806's whistleblower protections. Past case law on retaliatory discharge, which traditionally has not treated attorneys as employees, creates uncertainty as to whether the Department of Labor and the federal courts will treat reporting attorneys as "employees" under § 806. Unless statutory protection is clearly available to attorneys who report under § 307, attorneys will remain vulnerable to retaliation and may be reluctant to whistleblow on corporate fraud.

The current vulnerability of attorneys is apparent in the case of John E. Isselmann, Jr., the former general counsel of Electro Scientific Industries Incorporated ("ESI"). ESI's chief financial officer ("CFO") and Controller engaged in an accounting scheme that inflated ESI's quarterly financial results. The CFO and the Controller did not seek Isselmann's legal counsel when they eliminated employee benefits in Asia and fraudulently applied the money to ESI's bottom line to increase it by $1 million. When Isselmann finally learned of the accounting fraud, he attempted to raise the legality issue in an audit committee meeting, but the CFO cut him off. Fearing termination by management, Isselmann did not press the issue forward to the audit committee. The company ultimately filed erroneous financial

---

22. *Id.*


24. See e.g., Wise v. Consol. Edison Co. of N.Y., 723 N.Y.S.2d 462 (N.Y. 2001) (dismissing an in-house counsel's employment claim for wrongful discharge because it would reveal attorney-client confidences); Balla v. Gambro, 584 N.E.2d 104 (Ill. 1991) (holding that an attorney is bound by his ethical obligations and does not need a public policy exception like other employees).

25. An employee alleging retaliation has 90 days from the date of violation to file a complaint with the Secretary of Labor. The Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration ("OSHA") has sixty days to complete the initial investigation. If there is reasonable cause to believe a violation has occurred, then OSHA will issue a preliminary order providing relief to the whistleblower. The employer has the right of judicial review if an objection is filed within thirty days of receipt of the investigation findings and preliminary order. If the Department of Labor fails to issue a final decision within 180 days of the filing of the claim, the employee may bring an action in the appropriate U.S. district court. 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(b)(Supp. III 2003).


27. Isselmann, supra note 26; see also Flahardy, supra note 26.

28. Isselmann, supra note 26; see also Flahardy, supra note 26.

29. Isselmann, supra note 26; see also Flahardy, supra note 26.

30. See Flahardy, supra note 26. ("I'm sure that in retrospect, all concerned wish Isselmann had spoken up as soon as he knew about the problem. But if he had done so, I think there's a pretty good chance he would have been fired.").
results. Five months later, Isselmann reported the CFO’s illegal activity to the audit committee and then resigned from ESI. The SEC felt Isselmann’s whistleblowing effort came too late. Despite the fact that he eventually reported the misconduct and gave up his job, Isselmann still faced an enforcement action by the SEC for failing to report up the corporate ladder and prevent the fraud. In this case, the whistleblower-attorney decided to quit before getting fired in retaliation, but consider the case if management had terminated him. Would Isselmann have had a remedy for retaliatory discharge? Might Isselmann have blown the whistle earlier if he had not borne the economic risk of losing his job?

Isselmann’s predicament is not unique, and other attorneys have faced similar situations with immoral managers. A case will eventually arise under SOX in which management discharges an attorney in retaliation for reporting under § 307. When such a case arises, the Department of Labor and the federal courts will need to interpret and clarify SOX’s whistleblower provision. As courts attempt to determine whether whistleblower-attorneys are protected under § 806, they will likely look to common law approaches and other federal whistleblower statutes for guidance.

Traditionally, the common law has left whistleblower-attorneys like Isselmann without a cause of action if they endure retaliatory discharge. While the public policy exception to the employment-at-will doctrine provided a remedy, courts have struggled to define when an attorney’s concerns about a client’s financial statements constitute a good faith report. The Attorney-General’s Office of New York’s Office of the Attorney General concluded that a whistleblower attorney may not bring an action if the information did not raise a reasonable suspicion that a crime had been committed. See id. ESI reported revenues of $207 million in fiscal year 2004.

The SEC did not claim that Isselmann participated in the scheme that fraudulently boosted the quarterly financials at ESI. The SEC did not even allege that Isselmann knew about the fraud at the company. The enforcement action was based on the SEC’s claim that Isselmann failed to communicate material information to ESI’s audit committee and outside auditors and that the information would have stopped the accounting fraud. In his settlement with the SEC, Isselmann neither admitted nor denied the agency’s allegations. He agreed to pay a $50,000 civil penalty and consented to a cease-and-desist order. See Isselmann, supra note 26.

The Department of Labor’s OSHA is the administrative agency charged with handling whistleblower actions arising under Sarbanes-Oxley. 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(b); see also supra note 25 (describing the role of OSHA under § 806 and when an employee may bring an action to U.S. district court).


The employment-at-will doctrine originally allowed employers to discharge an employee “for good cause, for no cause, or even for cause morally wrong, without being thereby guilty of legal wrong.” Payne v. Western & Atlantic R.R., 81 Tenn. 507, 519–20 (1884). Today, however, most states have statutory or judicially created public policy exceptions to limit the employment-at-will doctrine. It is generally no longer permissible for an employer to discharge an employee at-will for an unlawful reason or for a purpose that contravenes public policy. Whistleblower-employees are
tects whistleblower-employees from termination in contravention of a public policy, courts traditionally have not treated attorneys like other employees. Currently, courts remain divided on how to address attorney retaliatory discharge claims. The case law has developed along three lines: (1) complete bans on attorney retaliatory discharge claims—the traditional view, (2) recognition of attorney retaliatory discharge claims tempered by limits on disclosure of confidential information—the limited-claim view, and (3) recognition of attorney retaliatory discharge claims without any limits on the use of confidential information—the wide-open view.

This Note advocates that federal courts should allow attorneys to bring retaliatory discharge claims under SOX. Traditional rationales prohibiting the claims of retaliatory discharge by attorneys do not apply in the context of Sarbanes-Oxley. This Note contends that the Department of Labor and the federal courts should interpret the whistleblower provisions of § 806 as protecting attorneys who report under § 307. Assuring reporting attorneys that they have protection from retaliation will encourage them to whistleblow and thereby advance SOX's policy goal of ferreting out corporate fraud. Part I explores the legal landscape of retaliatory discharge suits by attorneys. This Part examines the rationales of the traditional view, the limited-claim view, and the wide-open view. Part II considers whether reporting attorneys are protected as "employees" under the whistleblower provisions of § 806. This Part argues that, based on plain meaning, statutory purpose, legislative history, and policy considerations, courts should interpret § 806 as covering attorneys reporting under § 307 to carry out the substantive goal of SOX. Part III counters the common law's traditional view that has denied retaliatory discharge claims by whistleblower-attorneys. This Part argues that the legislative goal of Sarbanes-Oxley to combat corporate fraud takes precedence over common law policies of preserving the traditional attorney-client relationship. This Part also rebuts the traditional rationale that attorneys already bound by ethical obligations do not need additional support to whistleblow, and instead, contends that strong economic and psychological incentives encourage attorneys to sidestep the reporting requirements.

I. Examinin g Three Approaches to Retaliatory Discharge Suits by Attorneys

The traditional approach, represented by the seminal decision in Balla v. Gambro, has relied on two reasons to deny claims of retaliatory discharge


39. See Lucian T. Pera, Lawyers as Whistleblowers: A Quick Tour of the Emerging Law of Retaliatory Discharge of In-House Counsel, in UNDERSTANDING DEVELOPMENTS IN WHISTLEBLOWER LAW 2 YEARS AFTER SARBANES-OXLEY 385, 385-401 (2005) (outlining the landscape of the law of retaliatory discharge and the three approaches courts have taken).

40. 584 N.E.2d 104 (Ill. 1991). Roger Balla was an in-house attorney for a distributor of kidney dialysis equipment. Balla discovered that a shipment of kidney dialyzers was defective and could result in death or serious bodily harm to patients. He informed the president that the shipment did not comply with FDA regulations. When Balla heard that the company intended to accept and
by whistleblower-attorneys. The first rationale of the traditional view is that such suits adversely affect the attorney-client relationship. In Balla, the Illinois Supreme Court stated that extending the tort of retaliatory discharge to in-house counsel would have an undesirable chilling effect on attorney-client communications. The Balla court explained that if courts grant in-house attorneys the right to sue their employers for retaliatory discharge, employers might be less forthright and candid with their attorneys. The court further explained that employers would hesitate to seek advice from attorneys regarding potentially questionable corporate conduct if they knew their attorneys could use this information in a retaliatory discharge suit. Courts following the Balla rationale similarly maintain that allowing attorneys to sue employer-clients would have a chilling effect on attorney-client communications and would be contrary to a client's unfettered right to fire her counsel.

The second rationale of the traditional view assumes that an attorney's professional rules of conduct adequately safeguard the public policy of protecting the public interest. The Balla court stated that a cause of action to encourage praiseworthy behavior from attorneys was unnecessary. Unlike other employees, attorney-employees technically do not have a choice between making the report and keeping their job; attorneys must report to comply with their ethical obligations. To support its ruling, the Balla court cited Willy v. Coastal Corp., which held that allowing attorneys to withdraw voluntarily under the standards of professional conduct makes it unnecessary to extend the public policy exception to cover attorneys. Thus, the second rationale of the traditional view is that professional duties are sufficient to ensure that attorneys will "do the right thing," and that

---


42. 584 N.E.2d at 110.

43. Id. at 109.

44. Id. The Balla court quoted the U.S. Supreme Court regarding the attorney-client privilege:

Its purpose is to encourage full and frank communication between attorneys and their clients and thereby promote broader public interests in the observance of law and the administration of justice. The privilege recognizes that sound legal advice or advocacy serves public ends and that such advice or advocacy depends upon the lawyer being fully informed by the client.

Id. at 110 (citing Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 389 (1981)).

45. See Willy v. Coastal Corp., 647 F. Supp. 116 (S.D. Tex. 1986) (finding it unnecessary to provide any additional incentive to an attorney when the applicable rules of professional conduct prescribed the desired behavior).

46. Balla, 584 N.E.2d at 113.

47. See id.

48. See id. at 118.
whistleblower protections are unnecessary to encourage attorneys to act in accordance with the public interest.

Some courts have rejected the traditional approach and embraced the limited-claim approach. The limited-claim view attempts to balance competing interests by recognizing retaliatory discharge claims by attorneys under limited circumstances. The California Supreme Court's unanimous opinion in General Dynamics v. Superior Court, rejecting the traditional reasoning in Balla, is the seminal case for the limited-claim view. General Dynamics allowed an attorney to claim retaliatory discharge so long as the attorney was following a specific mandatory duty and can prove the claim without disclosing confidential client information. In Kachmar v. Sungard Data Systems, Inc., the Third Circuit applied the General Dynamics reasoning in ruling that federal laws take precedence over at-will discharge principles and permitted in-house counsel to state a claim of retaliatory discharge under Title VII. The Department of Labor, which handles whistleblower actions arising under Sarbanes-Oxley, followed the Third Circuit and held in Willy v. Coastal Corp. that in-house counsel could maintain actions under federal whistleblower statutes when litigating the claim would not divulge materials protected by attorney-client privilege.

More recently, some courts have moved beyond the limited-claim approach to adopt the wide-open approach, which allows an attorney to bring a retaliatory discharge claim without any limitation. The wide-open view permits attorneys to use confidential client information to prove their claims of retaliatory discharge. These courts reason that attorneys should have the same full use of courts as other employees: a lawyer "does not forfeit his rights simply because to prove them he must utilize confidential information. Nor does the client gain a right to cheat the lawyer by imparting

49. See, e.g., Kachmar v. Sungard Data Sys., Inc., 109 F.3d 173 (3rd Cir. 1997) (recognizing a limited claim for retaliatory discharge under Title VII); GTE Prods. Corp. v. Stewart, 653 N.E.2d 161 (Mass. 1995) (allowing an attorney's retaliatory discharge claim if it can be proved without violating the attorney-client privilege and confidentiality); Gen. Dynamics Corp. v. Rose (permitting a retaliatory discharge claim if the statute or ethical rule the attorney was following allows the attorney to breach the general requirement of confidentiality).

50. See Pera, supra note 39, at 392.

51. 876 P.2d at 487.

52. Id.

53. 109 F.3d at 181 ("The federal courts that have addressed the question have cited the important public policies underlying federal anti-discrimination legislation and the supremacy of federal laws in determining that federal anti-discrimination statutes take precedence over the at-will discharge principle.").

54. In re Donald J. Willy v. Coastal Corp., 2004 DOL Ad. Rev. Bd. LEXIS 19, ARB No. 98-060, ALJ No. 85-CAA-1 (ARB Feb. 27, 2004) ([Our ruling] ... is in accord with other decisions that have permitted former in-house counsel to advance affirmative federal claims against their employers ... so long as the attorney-client privilege is not violated."). But see Willy v. Admin. Review Bd., 423 F.3d 483 (5th Cir. 2005) (holding that attorneys may use confidential documents, otherwise protected by the attorney-client privilege and the duty of confidentiality, to prove a retaliatory discharge claim).

confidences to him.”

Recently, in Willy v. Administrative Review Board, the Fifth Circuit applied exceptions to the attorney-client privilege and the duty of confidentiality and held that an attorney may use confidential documents to prove his retaliatory discharge case.

II. READING SARBANES-OXLEY § 806 PROPERLY PROVIDES PROTECTION TO ATTORNEYS REPORTING UNDER § 307

This Part argues that based on plain meaning, an interpretation of the statute as a whole, legislative history, and policy considerations, federal courts should interpret § 806’s whistleblower provisions to cover attorneys and thereby give effect to the expressed goal of Sarbanes-Oxley. Section II.A argues that a plain reading of § 806 and the OSHA regulations supports interpreting the whistleblower provision to cover reporting attorneys as “employees.” Section II.B asserts that construing the statute as a whole and in light of its general purpose necessitates interpreting § 806 in connection with § 307 to protect reporting attorneys. Section II.C contends that the legislative history demands interpreting § 806 as protecting all corporate whistleblowers, including reporting attorneys. Section II.D asserts that interpreting the whistleblower provisions to protect reporting attorneys advances the policy goal of SOX to combat corporate fraud.

A. The Plain Meaning of “Employee” under § 806 and the OSHA Regulations Includes In-House Counsel and Outside Attorneys

The plain meaning of § 806, together with OSHA’s implementing regulations, supports interpreting the whistleblower provision to protect a reporting attorney as an “employee.” First, a plain meaning interpretation of § 806 indicates that in-house counsel should be covered as employees. Section 806 expressly prohibits a company “or any officer, employee, contractor, subcontractor, or agent of such company” from retaliating against an “employee” for whistleblowing. The common meaning of “employee,” as

57. 423 F.3d 483 (5th Cir. 2005).
58. The Fifth Circuit observed in Doe, “a lawyer, however, does not forfeit his rights as an employee simply because to prove them he must utilize confidential information,” and we are disinclined to hold that he has.” Id. at 500 (quoting Doe v. A Corp., 709 F.2d 1043, 1050 (5th Cir. 1983)).
60. The U.S. Supreme Court articulated the plain meaning rule as follows: “the meaning of the statute must, in the first instance, be sought in the language in which the act is framed, and if that is plain... the sole function of the courts is to enforce it according to its terms.” Caminetti v. United States, 242 U.S. 470, 485 (1917).
someone who works in the service of an employer, supports including in-house counsel as employees under SOX's whistleblower provision. In-house attorneys work solely for one company and are salaried employees on the company's payroll. Just like other employees in a company, in-house attorneys receive employee benefits and have income taxes withheld by the company. Given their employment situation, a plain meaning interpretation of the term "employee" in § 806 includes in-house attorneys under the whistleblower provision.

Second, a plain meaning interpretation of the OSHA regulations supports interpreting § 806 as covering both in-house and outside attorneys. The regulations define "employee" as "an individual presently or formerly working for a [publicly traded] company or company representative ... or an individual whose employment could be affected by a publicly traded company or company representative." OSHA's definition of "employee" plainly includes in-house counsel because the company directly affects and determines the employment status of its in-house counsel. The OSHA regulations further support including outside attorneys as "employees." The regulations define "company representative" as used in the definition of "employee" to mean "any officer, employee, contractor, subcontractor, or agent of a company." When a public company retains a law firm for legal services, the law firm serves as a contractor or agent to the company. It follows that as a contractor or agent of a company, a law firm falls under OSHA's definition of "company representative." As a company representative, the law firm determines the employment of its outside attorneys working on matters for a company. Under a plain reading of OSHA's regulatory definitions, an outside attorney retained to work for a public company falls under § 806's protection as an "employee" because her law firm employment could be affected by a company or company representative (the law firm). For example, if an outside attorney were to whistleblow on a corporate manager, the manager could use the company's relationship with the law firm to pressure the law firm to retaliate against the outside attorney. Because corporate clients may affect a law firm's employment decisions, outside attorneys are in a position that warrants whistleblower protection. A plain meaning interpretation of § 806 and the OSHA regulations indicates

62. *Black's Law Dictionary* defines "employee" as "A person who works in the service of another person (employer) under an express or implied contract of hire, under which the employer has the right to control the details of work performance." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 564 (8th ed. 2004).

63. *Black's Law Dictionary* defines "in-house counsel" as "One or more lawyers employed by a company." *Id.* at 375 (emphasis added).


65. *Id.*

66. *Black's Law Dictionary* defines "contractor" as "one who contracts to do work or provide supplies for another." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, supra note 62, at 350.

67. *Black's Law Dictionary* defines "agent" as "One who is authorized to act for or in place of another; a representative." *Id.* at 68.
that SOX’s whistleblower provision protects both in-house counsel and outside attorneys.

B. Reading SOX as a Consistent Whole Supports Connecting § 806 with § 307

This Section asserts that construing SOX as a whole statute, in light of its general purpose, necessitates interpreting § 806 in connection with § 307 to protect reporting attorneys. Sarbanes-Oxley passed as a whole, not in parts or sections, and the statute expresses an overall purpose for its enactment. Consequently, confining statutory interpretation to the one section in question would be improper. Instead, when a court construes a particular section of a statute, it should view that section in connection with other sections to produce a harmonious whole. Courts should interpret § 806 in connection with other sections to be consistent with the purpose of SOX as a whole.

In the introduction of Sarbanes-Oxley, Congress expressed the general purpose of the statute’s enactment: “To protect investors by improving the accuracy and reliability of corporate disclosures made pursuant to the securities laws, and for other purposes.” Both §§ 307 and 806 are provisions enacted to help further this purpose. Section 307 serves SOX’s objective because attorney reports of fraud will help identify inaccurate corporate disclosures and protect investors from fraud. Section 806 helps carry out the statute’s purpose by providing corporate employees with protection from retaliation if they report on corporate fraud. By enacting §§ 307 and 806, Congress aimed to promote greater whistleblowing by attorneys and other employees.

Connecting §§ 307 and 806 so that they qualify and relate to each other reveals that § 806 should protect attorneys who are reporting under § 307. Section 806 is a general provision that assures all corporate employees that if they come forward to whistleblow on fraud, SOX will protect them from retaliation. Section 307 is a specific provision that compels attorneys to assume an affirmative duty to report evidence of fraud up the ladder and confines attorney whistleblowing to the corporation and the SEC. Not only does § 806 apply to support attorney reporting under § 307, but § 307 inversely serves as a qualifier for § 806 to indicate the type of whistleblowing that will be protected for an attorney. In other words, attorneys should receive § 806’s protections like other employees to support their § 307

68. 2A Norman J. Singer, Statutes and Statutory Construction, § 46.05 (6th ed. 2000).
69. See id. on the “whole statute” interpretation used by courts: “A statute is passed as a whole and not in parts or sections and is animated by one general purpose and intent. Consequently, each part or section should be construed in connection with every other part or section so as to produce a harmonious whole... [S]tatutes must be construed to further the intent of the legislature as evidenced by the entire statutory scheme.” Id. (citations omitted).
obligations, but § 806's protections should be qualified to apply to attorneys only when they report within the parameters of § 307.

Interpreting §§ 307 and 806 on a broader level, both provisions function to advance SOX's expressed goal by encouraging employees to whistleblow on corporate fraud. Since SOX requires attorneys to whistleblow, it must be interpreted as also providing reporting attorneys with the corollary protections given to other corporate employees who whistleblow. By enacting § 806 of SOX, Congress recognized that whistleblower-employees may face retaliation and must have statutory protection if they are to come forward to report on fraud. Attorneys are no different from other corporate employees in their vulnerability to retaliation. Attorneys, like other employees, will be more encouraged to whistleblow on fraud if they have statutory protection from retaliation. Sarbanes-Oxley's central purpose would be best furthered by interpreting § 806 as also protecting attorneys from retaliation.

Courts have broadly construed other federal whistleblower statutes in accordance with their purpose. These broad constructions support interpreting § 806 to advance SOX's substantive goals. Such a purposive interpretation would be in line with Passaic Valley Sewerage Commissioners v. U.S. Department of Labor, a case Senator Patrick Leahy cited in his committee report on Sarbanes-Oxley. In Passaic Valley, the Third Circuit interpreted the whistleblower provisions of the Clean Water Act ("CWA"). The CWA clearly protects whistleblowers who report externally to enforcement agencies. The CWA is unclear, however, on whether it also protects whistleblowers who report internally to officers within the organization. The Third Circuit interpreted the whistleblower provision broadly to apply to whistleblowers in both situations. The Passaic Valley court reasoned that a broad interpretation of the CWA is necessary to effectuate Congress' substantive goal under the Clean Water Act. Similarly, in Jones v. Flagship

71. Justice Felix Frankfurter explained the logic behind purposive interpretation: "Legislation has an aim; it seeks to obviate some mischief, to supply an inadequacy . . . [The aim] is evinced in the language of the statute, as read in the light of other external manifestations of purpose." Felix Frankfurter, Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes, 47 COLUM. L. REV. 527, 538-39 (1947).


73. 33 U.S.C. § 1251-1387. See Passaic Valley, 992 F.2d 474 (3d Cir. 1993) (holding that the Clean Water Act's legislative intent, supported by federal decisions, permitted a broad interpretation of the Act's whistleblower provision to include intracorporate complaints).

74. Passaic Valley, 992 F.2d at 478.

75. Id. at 478. Section 507(a) of Clean Water Act (the whistleblower protection provision) provides as follows:

No person shall fire, or in any other way discriminate against any employee . . . by reason of the fact that such employee or representative has filed, instituted, or caused to be filed or instituted any proceeding under this Act or has testified or is about to testify in any proceeding resulting from the administration or enforcement of the provisions of [the Clean Water Act]. 33 U.S.C. § 1367(a) (2000).

76. The Passaic Valley court explained as follows:
International,\textsuperscript{77} the Fifth Circuit interpreted Title VII's whistleblower provision in the context of the statute's overall purpose.\textsuperscript{78} The Jones court emphasized that the whistleblower provision must be construed broadly to extend to all employees, including attorneys, to give effect to Congress' intent of eliminating invidious employment practices through Title VII.\textsuperscript{79}

Sarbanes-Oxley's whistleblower provision is analogous to other whistleblower statutes in that it contains an ambiguity; it does not explicitly state whether § 806 protects attorneys reporting under § 307.\textsuperscript{80} By construing § 806 in connection with § 307 and in accordance with the statute's purpose, § 806's whistleblower protections encompass reporting attorneys. The interpretation of other federal whistleblower statutes in Passaic Valley and Jones suggests that courts should interpret § 806 to give effect to SOX's general purpose. Interpreting the whistleblower provision in light of SOX's statutory purpose necessitates that courts construe § 806 broadly to protect reporting attorneys and advance SOX's substantive goal of combating corporate fraud.

C. Legislative History Indicates § 806 Covers Reporting Attorneys

The legislative history of § 806 indicates that Congress intended to prevent corporate fraud by protecting all corporate whistleblowers, including corporate attorneys. Senator Leahy, who authored the whistleblower provision and the sectional analysis in the official legislative history,\textsuperscript{81} explained the purpose behind § 806:

When sophisticated corporations set up complex fraud schemes, corporate insiders are often the only ones who can disclose what happened and why.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{77}793 F.2d 714 (5th Cir. 1986) (interpreting the whistleblower protection provision in Title VII broadly to extend to all employees, including terminated attorneys).
\item \textsuperscript{78}Id. at 726.
\item \textsuperscript{79}"We are well aware that the provisions of Title VII must be construed broadly in order to give effect to Congress' intent in eliminating invidious employment practices. Moreover, because the enforcement of Title VII rights necessarily depends on the ability of individuals to present their grievances without the threat of retaliatory conduct by their employers, rigid enforcement of [Title VII's whistleblower provision] is required." Id. at 726 (citation omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{80}18 U.S.C. § 1514A (Supp. III 2003).
\item \textsuperscript{81}Sen. Leahy, along with Sen. Grassley, authored SOX's whistleblower provision. Sen. Leahy received "unanimous consent that a section by section analysis and discussion of [SOX], which [he] authored, be included in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD as part of the official legislative history ... in order to provide guidance in the legal interpretation of these provisions." 148 CONG. REC. S7418, S7418 (daily ed. July 26, 2002) (statement of Sen. Leahy).
\end{itemize}
Unfortunately, the Enron case also demonstrates the vulnerability of corporate whistleblowers to retaliation under current law.\(^2\)

Corporate employees at both Enron and Andersen attempted to report or “blow the whistle” on fraud, but they were discouraged at nearly every turn .... This “corporate code of silence” not only hampers investigations, but also creates a climate where ongoing wrongdoing can occur with virtual impunity. The consequences of this corporate code of silence for investors in publicly traded companies, in particular, and for the stock market, in general, are serious and adverse, and they must be remedied.\(^3\)

Senator Leahy’s remarks imply that Congress enacted § 806 to change the corporate climate in which a code of silence pervades among employees and discourages whistleblowing.\(^4\) Senator Leahy’s use of the phrase “corporate insider” identifies the primary type of employee that § 806 aims to protect. The term “insider” generally means “[a] person who has knowledge of facts not generally available to the general public.”\(^5\) In the securities context, the term “insider” encompasses outside professionals, including attorneys, who are privy to inside information.\(^6\) In United States v. O’Hagan,\(^7\) the U.S. Supreme Court stated that the traditional theory of insider trading “applies not only to officers, directors, and other permanent

\(^2\) 148 CONG. REC. S6436, S6438 (daily ed. July 9, 2002) (statement of Sen. Leahy) (emphasis added). “[C]orporate whistleblowers are left unprotected under current law. This is a significant deficiency because often, in complex fraud prosecutions, these insiders are the only firsthand witnesses to the fraud.” Id.

\(^3\) S. REP. NO. 107-146, at 5 (2002).

\(^4\) No other legislators have taken a contrary position. Aside from Sen. Leahy, Sen. Grassley is the only other legislator who commented on the whistleblower provision at length in the legislative history. Consistent with Sen. Leahy’s view, Sen. Grassley stated as follows:

[O]ne important way to protect investors is to ensure that corporate whistleblowers will be protected from retaliation when they go public with knowledge of fraud .... Only whistleblowers can explain why something is wrong and provide evidence to prove it .... Without these brave men and women, prosecutors would lack an important tool in their efforts to curb corporate fraud. It is for these reasons that I have worked to provide protections for corporate whistleblowers .... who are retaliated against for exposing fraud, waste and abuse.


In the legislative history of § 806, the only other comments consisted of brief statements supporting the provision. For example, Sen. McCain stated, “I rise in strong support of the underlying Leahy amendment .... I also believe that we must protect the corporate whistle-blower from being punished for having the moral courage to break the corporate code of silence. This amendment does that.” 148 CONG. REC. S6528 (daily ed. July 10, 2002) (statement of Sen. McCain).

\(^6\) BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY, supra note 62, at 810. “A person or firm that receives inside information in the course of performing professional duties for a client” is also included in the definition of “insider.” Id.

\(^7\) Although a corporation’s officers and directors are the classic examples of corporate insiders, the Supreme Court has stated that “attorneys, accountants, consultants, and others who temporarily become fiduciaries of a corporation” may also be considered insiders. U.S. v. O’Hagan, 521 U.S. 642, 652 (1997); see also Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646, 655 (1983); Elizabeth Williams, Annotation, Attorneys, Accountants, Consultants, or the Like as “Insiders” Within § 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 191 A.L.R. FED. 623 (2005).
insiders of a corporation, but also to attorneys, accountants, consultants, and others who temporarily become fiduciaries of the corporation." As corporate insiders, both in-house counsel and outside attorneys fall within Senator Leahy's conception of corporate whistleblowers. Thus, legislative history demands that courts interpret attorneys as falling within SOX's whistleblower protection.

D. Policy Considerations Support Interpreting § 806 to Protect Attorneys

Policy considerations further support interpreting § 806 to protect whistleblower-attorneys who are harmed for reporting on fraud. When an attorney reports on corporate fraud under § 307, she promotes the public interest and advances SOX's policy goal. An attorney also assumes enormous personal risk if she whistleblows on management. Harassment, isolation, blacklisting, denials of promotion, and termination are common consequences for whistleblowers. If a manager retaliates against a reporting attorney for acting in the public interest, § 806 should allow an attorney to seek redress for the injuries she suffered because of whistleblowing. Without some protection from the harms of whistleblowing, the tremendous social, economic, and psychological pressures will often silence attorneys and discourage them from becoming whistleblowers.

The SEC regulations promulgated to implement § 307’s reporting-up rule are too weak to compel complete adherence by attorneys looking to avoid the negative effects of whistleblowing. The SEC’s loose language in Rule 205 provides attorneys with considerable discretion to abstain from reporting, which may mitigate SOX’s efficacy in expelling corporate fraud. Rule 205.3(b) implementing § 307’s reporting-up obligation provides as follows:

Duty to report evidence of a material violation.

(1) If an attorney ... becomes aware of evidence of a material violation by the issuer or by any officer, director, employee, or agent of the issuer, the attorney shall report such evidence to the issuer's chief legal officer ... or to both the issuer’s chief legal officer and its chief executive officer ....

(2) The chief legal officer ... shall cause such inquiry into the evidence of a material violation as he or she reasonably believes is appropriate ....

(3) Unless an attorney who has made a report ... reasonably believes that the chief legal officer or the chief executive officer of the issuer ... has provided an appropriate response within a reasonable time, the attorney

88. Id. at 652.


90. See discussion infra Section III.B.
shall report the evidence of a material violation to: [the audit committee, another committee of independent directors, or the board of directors].

The standard that triggers an attorney’s reporting obligation is weak and convoluted and may allow attorneys to evade reporting. Under Rule 205.3(b)(1), an attorney must report when she “becomes aware of evidence of a material violation.” The standard that triggers an obligation to report, therefore, is “evidence of a material violation,” which is defined as “credible evidence, based upon which it would be unreasonable, under the circumstances, for a prudent and competent attorney not to conclude that it is reasonably likely that a material violation has occurred, is ongoing, or is about to occur.” If an attorney is unaware of the evidence or unsure of its materiality, she is not obligated to report.

The SEC’s regulations implementing Sarbanes-Oxley perpetuate the problem of “see no evil, report no evil.” Because the SEC only holds attorneys accountable for failure to disclose information of which they are aware, attorneys may choose to refrain from unearthing evidence of securities laws violations and fiduciary breaches to avoid triggering their reporting obligations. An attorney can limit her liability by turning a blind eye and thereby avoid becoming aware of evidence of legal impropriety.

In addition to avoiding the trigger by not being proactive, attorneys may also use the SEC’s ambiguous standard to justify management’s questionable activities. “[A]ny lawyer . . . will almost always be able to conclude that it is not ‘unreasonable’ to conclude that the evidence before her demonstrates legal conduct.” Attorneys are trained to find arguments for legality within the gray areas of the law. With the SEC’s loose construction of the

93. 17 C.F.R. § 205.3(b)(1); see supra note 12.
94. 17 C.F.R. § 205.2(c); see supra note 12.
95. See Koniak et al., supra note 92.
97. See id. at 1127.
98. See Sung Hui Kim, Ethics in Corporate Representation: The Banality of Fraud: Re-Situating the Inside Counsel as Gatekeeper, 74 FORDHAM L. REV. 983, 1026–35 (2005) (describing how people are susceptible to motivated reasoning and have a tendency to process information in a self-serving manner).
99. Koniak et al., supra note 92.
100. See id.
triggering standard, attorneys have a loophole through which they can exercise their lawyering abilities and elude reporting requirements.\textsuperscript{101}

Not only does the triggering standard invite inaction from attorneys, but the reporting rule will be difficult to enforce.\textsuperscript{102} The SEC must assume the burden of proving two negatives. To enforce Rule 205, the SEC must show that it was unreasonable for the attorney not to conclude that a violation was reasonably likely.\textsuperscript{103} The triggering standard's double negative, which violates the SEC's own "plain English" rules,\textsuperscript{104} is difficult to understand, interpret, and apply. The standard "will be read by many lawyers as encouraging them to hide in the folds that the double negative creates."\textsuperscript{105} The very phrasing of the reporting rule encourages attorneys to be passive.

Finally, even if conspicuous material evidence prevents an attorney from rationalizing away the duty to make the initial report, the attorney may still be able to wiggle out of follow-up reporting based on her discretion concerning what an "appropriate response" is.\textsuperscript{106} An attorney who makes an initial report and receives what she "reasonably believes is an appropriate and timely response" is off the hook and "need do nothing more."\textsuperscript{107} No matter how cursory the response, an attorney may be inclined to accept it as "appropriate."\textsuperscript{108} Attorneys will want to get off the reporting ladder as soon as possible because disagreeing with management on the scope of the response is likely to damage their business relationship.\textsuperscript{109}

\textsuperscript{101} See id.

\textsuperscript{102} See id.; see also Coffee, supra note 19 (asserting that the reporting rule is probably largely unenforceable because of the case with which attorneys can demonstrate that the information known to them did not pass the triggering threshold of materiality, except in the "once-in-a-decade case of an egregious knowing violation").

\textsuperscript{103} Koniak et al., supra note 92; see also Lisa H. Nicholson, SarbOx 307's Impact on Subordinate In-house Counsel: Between a Rock and a Hard Place, 2004 MICH. ST. L. REV. 559, 612 (arguing that a triggering standard with a double negative "will create an enforcement nightmare for the SEC"); Roger C. Cramton et al., Legal and Ethical Duties of Lawyers After Sarbanes-Oxley, 49 VILL. L. REV. 725, 752-53 (2004) (same).

\textsuperscript{104} Rule 421(d)(2) under the Securities Act of 1933 states, "You must draft language . . . so that at a minimum it substantially complies with each of the following plain English writing principles: . . . (vi) No multiple negatives." 17 C.F.R. 230.421(d)(2) (2005).

\textsuperscript{105} Koniak et al., supra note 92. ("If the Commission meant to adopt a rule that the lawyer must report 'when a reasonable lawyer would conclude' . . . the Commission would not have used the double negative. Every lawyer understands that. The Commission's standard is an invitation to inaction.")


\textsuperscript{107} Id.

\textsuperscript{108} See Jill E. Fisch & Caroline M. Gentile, The Qualified Legal Compliance Committee: Using the Attorney Conduct Rules to Restructure the Board of Directors, 53 DUKE L.J. 517, 548 (2003). ("A[n]y disagreement with the issuer about the scope of the response is likely to impair future business relationships, if the initial report has not already destroyed those relationships.").

\textsuperscript{109} Id.
The triggering standard and the "appropriate response" evaluation articulated by Rule 205 provide attorneys with loopholes to exercise discretion and sidestep "mandatory" reporting. These factors, combined with the disincentives of reporting on management, may lead attorneys to rationalize non-compliance. If courts interpret § 806 to protect attorneys from retaliation, however, attorneys will be more likely to expose wrongdoing. As Jesselyn Radack explains, "the guiding principle behind [whistleblower protection] law is the logic of disclosure . . . . [U]nless rights are provided and protected under the law, potential whistleblowers will often choose to remain silent." Laws that protect whistleblowers encourage whistleblowing by diminishing the fear of retaliation. Section 806 specifically provides that whistleblowers subjected to retaliation are entitled to compensatory damages, including reinstatement with the same seniority status, back pay with interest, and any special damages sustained because of the discrimination. While these remedies do not address all the disincentives whistleblowers face when they report, they do help protect against termination and compensate for economic loss, which are important considerations. By interpreting § 806 to provide corporate attorneys with legal safeguards against retaliation, courts will provide whistleblower-attorneys with protections that are crucial to realizing the policy goal of Sarbanes-Oxley.

III. Rejecting the Traditional View in the Context of Sarbanes-Oxley

Given the statute's ambiguity, courts might look to common law justifications to deny reporting attorneys the whistleblower protections afforded under Sarbanes-Oxley. This Part considers and sets aside the traditional rationales used by lower courts to deny claims of retaliatory discharge by

110. See discussion infra Section III.B.


112. See Elletta Sangrey Callahan, Terry Morehead Dworkin & David Lewis, Whistleblowing: Australian, U.K. and U.S. Approaches to Disclosure in the Public Interest, 44 VA. J. INT'L L. 879, 882 (2004) ("The premise behind most whistleblowing legislation is that people of conscience who work within large organizations would disclose observed wrongdoing and important errors, but for fear of losing their jobs or other forms of retaliation. Laws that protect whistleblowers from retaliation are thus assumed to encourage whistleblowing by ridding employees of these fears.").


114. See Callahan et al., supra note 112, at 901. ("Meaningful damage awards for whistleblowers can deter reprisals and compensate whistleblowers for the severe negative consequences that usually accompany retaliation.").

115. See Deborah L. Rhode, Institutionalizing Ethics, 44 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 665, 703 (1994) ("[D]ecisions [in which courts refuse to recognize lawyers' rights as whistleblowers to sue for reprisals] institutionalize precisely the wrong incentive structures. Given all the social, economic, and psychological pressures against informing, some minimum legal safeguards against reprisal are a crucial counterweight.").
Michigan Law Review

whistleblower-attorneys. Section III.A counters the traditional view's first rationale that bars retaliatory discharge suits to protect the attorney-client relationship. This Section argues that preserving the traditional attorney-client relationship is not a compelling justification in light of the expressed goal of SOX to transform the attorney-client relationship and promote reports of corporate fraud. Section III.B refutes the traditional view's second rationale that attorneys already bound by ethical obligations do not need additional incentive to whistleblow. An attorney practicing in the corporate world is disinclined to report on fraud due to certain economic and psychological influences. Consequently, whistleblower protections need to supplement the reporting-up obligation if SOX is to be effective in generating attorney reports of corporate fraud.

A. The Legislative Purpose of SOX Trumps the Attorney-Client Relationship

Although preserving the attorney-client relationship is a legitimate concern, using this rationale to prohibit retaliatory discharge claims by attorneys does not make sense within the context of Sarbanes-Oxley. By imposing whistleblowing duties on attorneys under § 307, Congress has chosen to transform the attorney-client relationship in the corporate context to advance the legislative purpose of curbing corporate fraud. By

116. Senator Edwards described the purpose of § 307:

[Section 307] is about making sure those lawyers, in addition to the accountants and executives in the company, don't violate the law and, in fact, more importantly, ensure that the law is being followed . . . . If you find out that the managers are breaking the law, you must tell them to stop . . . . If they won't act responsibly and in compliance with the law, then you go to the board and say something has to be done; there is a violation of the law occurring. It is basically going up the ladder, up the chain of command.


117. In a retaliatory discharge suit, the disclosure of confidential client information may implicate two distinct legal doctrines: the ethical duty of confidentiality and the attorney-client privilege. The duty of confidentiality is a broad ethical rule, defined by professional rules of ethics, which provides that an attorney must keep confidential all information related to the representation of the client. The attorney-client privilege, on the other hand, is a rule of evidence, which protects the disclosure of information exchanged in confidence between a client and an attorney. Both the ethical duty of confidentiality and the attorney-client privilege contain exceptions that permit an attorney to disclose confidential information. See Charles W. Wolfram, Modern Legal Ethics § 6.7.1, at 296 (1986).


119. See supra note 116 and accompanying text.
compelling attorneys to become whistleblowers, SOX arguably already chills communication and circumscribes the attorney’s traditional relationship with managers. 120 Section 307 seeks to sever the close allegiance attorneys foster with corporate managers, and strives to realign attorneys with the interests of the organizational client. 121 A whistleblower-attorney acts in the best interest of the organizational client if she brings the illegal acts of managers to the corporation’s attention. 122 Corporate attorneys may be reluctant, however, to place the interests of the organizational client above management because management controls their employment status. 123 A bar on claims of retaliatory discharge chills an attorney’s communication of fraud to the organizational client. By denying attorneys a cause of action when they become victims of retaliation, courts deter attorneys from communicating management’s unlawful conduct, which harms the interests of the organizational client as well as the public policy behind Sarbanes-Oxley.

Second, protecting whistleblower-attorneys from retaliatory discharge should not affect the client’s trust and candor in the relationship, at least in circumstances in which corporate managers seek legal advice on compliance with the law. The dissent in Balla reasoned as follows:

[R]etalatory discharge would chill the attorney-client relationship and discourage a corporate client from communicating freely with the attorney only where . . . the employer decides to go forward with particular conduct, regardless of advice that it is contrary to law . . . [T]o allow a corporate employer to discharge its in-house counsel under such circumstances, without fear of any sanction, is truly to give the assistance and protection of the courts to scoundrels. 124

Recognizing a claim of retaliatory discharge in the SOX context would target public corporations that allow unscrupulous managers to terminate a dutiful attorney who reports up the ladder in fulfillment of her duties under § 307. Although public policy could conceivably reap some benefit from barring retaliatory discharge to make even unscrupulous managers feel free to speak to attorneys, continuing to deny attorneys a remedy for retaliation would be contrary to SOX’s goal of protecting whistleblowers reporting on

120. See discussion infra Section III.B.

121. Describing the motivation behind § 307, Senator John Edwards explained, “We have seen corporate lawyers sometimes forget who their client is. What happens is their day-to-day conduct is with the CEO or the chief financial officer because those are the individuals responsible for hiring them. So as a result, that is with whom they have a relationship . . . . The problem is that the CEO and the chief financial officer are not the client.” 148 Cong. Rec. S6516, 6551–52 (daily ed. July 10, 2002).

122. Brian D. Forrow, The Corporate Law Department Lawyer: Counsel to the Entity, in MANAGEMENT FOR IN-HOUSE COUNSEL, 43, 44 (Michael L. Goldblatt et al. eds., 1985) ("[S]ignificant violations of law are contrary to the long range interests of the corporation” and corporate attorneys should strive to “forestall the company [from] offending public opinion through acts that indicate social indifference or social irresponsibility.").

123. See discussion infra Section III.B.

124. Balla v. Gambro, Inc. 584 N.E.2d 104, 114 (Freeman, J., dissenting) (emphasis added).
fraud. Given that the common law interest of protecting the attorney-client relationship primarily results in shielding unscrupulous managers, the countervailing and specific legislative purpose of Sarbanes-Oxley to protect the investing public should carry greater weight.

Third, the disclosure of information subject to the attorney-client privilege should not preclude retaliatory discharge claims in the SOX context because corporate clients often waive the privilege anyway. Federal agencies already pressure corporations to waive the privilege when they are under investigation for corporate fraud.\textsuperscript{125} An issue sufficiently egregious to trigger the attorney’s reporting-up obligation is likely also to trigger an SEC investigation.\textsuperscript{126} Corporations under investigation often waive the attorney-client privilege and yield to the SEC’s policy of granting leniency in exchange for corporate cooperation.\textsuperscript{127} In its federal guidelines for conducting corporate fraud investigations, the Department of Justice instructs federal prosecutors to factor in a corporation’s “willingness to cooperate” and “waiver of the corporate attorney-client and work product privileges” when bringing charges or negotiating plea agreements.\textsuperscript{128} Supporting the federal prosecutorial policy, the U.S. Sentencing Commission has adopted amendments to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organization strongly suggesting that “cooperation” for the purposes of mitigation in sentencing includes a waiver of attorney-client privilege and work product protection.\textsuperscript{129} In cases involving massive fraud or criminal conduct, large public companies “are under more pressure than ever to cooperate with investigations by waiving the attorney-client privilege and turning over documents . . . “\textsuperscript{130} Given the federal

\textsuperscript{125} Prosecutors have expanded the crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client privilege in the corporate context to make the existence of the privilege uncertain. See David M. Zornow & Keith D. Krakaur, \textit{On the Brink of a Brave New World: The Death of Privilege in Corporate Criminal Investigations}, 37 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 147, 153–58 (2000) (describing government efforts to get corporations under investigation to waive the privilege).

\textsuperscript{126} I am grateful to Professor Adam Pritchard for this observation.

\textsuperscript{127} Zornow & Krakaur, supra note 125, at 149 (“[U]nder the legal, financial, and public relations pressures of a criminal investigation, the company will feel compelled to waive privilege. Indeed, it may now be safe to assume that a corporation will turn over privileged information . . . . [Corporations] have yielded in the face of increasingly aggressive federal prosecutorial tactics.”).


\textsuperscript{130} David Hechler, \textit{Scandals Help Erode Privilege: Investigators Are Seeking Attorney-Client Communications}, Nat’l L.J., Dec. 23 – Dec. 30, 2002, at A22; see also Zornow & Krakaur, supra note 125, at 148 (“[Federal prosecutors] now often insist, even at the outset of an investigation, that corporations turn over privileged communications, attorney work product, and
standards used to prosecute and sentence corporations, a waiver of attorney-client privilege is often a precondition to settlement. Thus, since federal agencies already pressure corporations to waive the attorney-client privilege in corporate fraud investigations, protecting the privilege should not be of primary concern in retaliatory discharge suits by whistleblower-attorneys acting in accordance with Sarbanes-Oxley.

Fourth, state professional rules of confidentiality should not prevent attorneys from reporting under §307 or from establishing a retaliatory discharge claim. Although SOX's provision permitting attorney whistleblowing to the SEC may conflict with the professional rules of confidentiality in some states, conflicting state rules should yield to federal preemption. The U.S. Supreme Court "has consistently upheld the authority of federal agencies to implement rules of conduct that diverge from and supersede state laws that address the same conduct." The SEC states that if "a conflict arises because a state rule prohibits an attorney from exercising the discretion provided by a federal regulation, the federal regulation takes priority." The American Bar Association implicitly recognized the pre-emption of SOX by creating new exceptions to confidentiality under Model Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.6 consistent with the attorney's reporting-up obligation under §307 and Rule 205. In addition to the new exceptions in line with SOX, the Model Rules also provide attorneys with an exception for using confidential information in retaliatory discharge claims. Rule 1.6(b)(5) permits an attorney to reveal confidential client information when the attorney reasonably believes it necessary "to establish a claim or defense" in a controversy with the client. Remarking on confidentiality in retaliatory discharge cases, the ABA concluded that nothing in the Model


133. Prezioso, supra note 132; see also Sperry v. State of Florida, 373 U.S. 379 (1963) (holding that Florida could not enjoin a non-lawyer registered to practice before the federal Patent and Trademark Office from prosecuting patent applications in Florida, even though the non-lawyer's actions constituted unauthorized practice of law under Florida state bar rules).

134. Prezioso, supra note 132.

135. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.6(b)(2), (3) (2004).

136. Id. 1.6(b)(5) (2004).
Rules bars retaliatory discharge claims from being recognized. The ABA also noted that an attorney "must take care not to disclose client information beyond that which the attorney reasonably believes is necessary to establish her claim." Based on federal preemption and the ABA's guidance in adopting exceptions to the duty of confidentiality, state professional rules should not prevent attorneys from reporting under SOX or from using confidential information to establish retaliatory discharge claims.

Finally, even if protecting the attorney-client privilege and the confidentiality rule is of primary concern in SOX cases, recognizing retaliatory discharge claims of attorneys will not reveal confidential information if courts adopt the limited-claim approach. The California Supreme Court, in General Dynamics, noted that there are ample possibilities for preserving confidential communications through "[t]he use of sealing and protective orders, limited admissibility of evidence, orders restricting the use of testimony in successive proceedings, and, where appropriate, in camera proceedings . . . ." Although such protective measures require more attention by courts, doing so would provide reporting attorneys with some protection if they abide by § 307 and suffer retaliation for it. The limited-claim approach balances the concern of confidentiality while providing a minimal measure of protection to whistleblower-attorneys discharged for reporting under SOX. Although it is not as supportive as the wide-open view and will not completely neutralize the disadvantages of whistleblowing, allowing attorneys a limited-claim for retaliatory discharge will help produce a more effective reporting-up rule under Sarbanes-Oxley.

B. Ethical Obligations Are Insufficient to Ensure Whistleblowing Actions

This Section disputes the second rationale of the traditional approach, that is, that attorneys already bound by ethical obligations do not need additional incentive to whistleblow. As Justice Freeman articulated, "attorneys are no less human than nonattorneys and, thus, no less given to the temptation to either ignore or rationalize away their ethical obligations when complying therewith may render them unable to feed and support their families." Although attorneys are professionally obligated to report misconduct, without judicial protection from retaliatory discharge, attorneys may keep quiet about management misconduct in order to escape personal harm. Section III.B.1 contends that strong economic incentives align attorneys with management interests, discouraging attorneys from undertaking whistleblowing actions against management. Section III.B.2 argues that, although § 307 creates liability for attorneys who fail to report

138. Id. (emphasis omitted).
as required, barring change in the nature of corporate representation, attorneys may continue to have psychological biases that hinder them from reporting on management.

1. Career Incentives Align Corporate Attorneys with Management

This Section examines the incentives, specifically compensation and career advancement, that align outside and in-house attorneys with management and cause them to refrain from whistleblowing under § 307. Despite reporting requirements, strong market forces and career incentives discourage corporate attorneys from reporting on managers.\textsuperscript{144} Management exerts control over these economic incentives, which manifest somewhat differently for outside and in-house counsel. Outside attorneys are motivated to align with management because of considerations for retaining future client business and obtaining partnership status.\textsuperscript{142} These incentives are even stronger for in-house counsel, given that their career and income depend entirely upon a single corporate client.\textsuperscript{143} With compensation and career advancement directly tied to their relationships with management, both outside and in-house attorneys face pressure to align themselves with management and sidestep their reporting duties under § 307.

For outside attorneys, compensation and career advancement—such as admission into a law firm partnership—largely depend on an attorney’s ability to generate business.\textsuperscript{144} Although the corporate entity may be the attorney’s client, managers are the people who oversee and dictate the everyday responsibilities of corporate attorneys.\textsuperscript{145} Boards of directors rarely play a role in the retention, evaluation, or compensation of corporate counsel.\textsuperscript{146} Instead, management defines the objectives of the representation, identifies the responsibilities of retained counsel, and determines whether the attorney’s work performance is acceptable.\textsuperscript{147} “The allocation of future work offers management a continual tool with which to reward good performance and sanction poor performance.”\textsuperscript{148}
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The market for legal services creates robust incentives for outside attorneys to do whatever it takes to accommodate corporate clients in order to obtain future work.\textsuperscript{149} Intense competition exists among attorneys and law firms for corporate clients, and powerful clients can easily shop for expedient advice.\textsuperscript{150} For example, a multitude of law firms once vied to work for Enron because of the lucrative fees and prominence attached to representing a major corporation.\textsuperscript{151} If Vinson & Elkins, Enron's primary outside counsel, had refused to structure a transaction in accordance with management’s instructions, a long line of competitors was ready and waiting to take its place.\textsuperscript{152} Moreover, if an outside attorney blows the whistle on a prominent corporate client, she might expect to lose not only that client, but possibly others as well.\textsuperscript{153} Clients who can pick and choose law firms may be reluctant to hire an attorney with a reputation as a corporate whistleblower.\textsuperscript{154}

For in-house attorneys, the situation is worse because compensation and career advancement occur within the corporation and hinge on the attorney’s loyalty and relationship with management.\textsuperscript{155} The ideal in-house attorney, in the eyes of a corporate manager, is a person with a “can-do attitude” who facilitates management’s objectives. As J.P. Morgan, the renowned investment banker and manager, once observed, “I want a lawyer who tells me how to do something—not what I can’t do.”\textsuperscript{156} Managers are more likely to promote attorneys who help them reach their goals than those who thwart their plans. To become an effective in-house attorney, “[one also has to be] a welcome and respected participant in creating the corporate culture. [She] must be invited to meetings . . . . There is no way a lawyer can force herself into client activities where she is not welcomed or she is not trusted and
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expect to hear anything important." Because in-house attorneys routinely work with management on various matters, in-house counsel can benefit from management's trust, not simply as counsel, but as a respected co-worker. With their livelihood and career prospects entirely dependent on management, in-house counsel face powerful incentives to eschew taking actions that might remove them from management's good graces.

The fact that the corporation is an in-house counsel's sole client exacerbates the disincentives for reporting. The corporation alone controls the in-house attorney's career and economic fate. Unlike a law firm attorney who has a roster of clients, an in-house attorney who has a falling out with her client may have her entire livelihood and in-house career ended. An attorney may become damaged goods in the in-house market and have a difficult time landing another position if she has a reputation for exposing managers. Given the high stakes, "an in-house attorney will always weigh any legal decision made on his part against the possibility of being fired, the loss of his livelihood, and the possibility of being professionally blacklisted." This "all-or-nothing situation" for in-house attorneys creates even greater pressure to conform to the wishes and objectives of managers.

While creating liability exposure for outside and in-house attorneys under § 307 undoubtedly alters the balance, it does not resolve the economic problems inherent in the representation of a corporate entity. If a whistleblower-attorney crosses management, she risks experiencing significant economic harm: demotion, termination, and even career suicide. Sarbanes-Oxley attempts to counterbalance the significant economic incentives that management holds over attorneys by imposing the risk of an SEC enforcement action on attorneys. An attorney who violates § 307 risks "being censured, or being temporarily or permanently denied the privilege of appearing or practicing before the Commission." Instead of directly
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addressing the systemic factors that pressure both outside and in-house attorneys, § 307 simply adds a competing punishment to the mix. The incentives illustrated above, which define the relational dynamics of attorneys and managers, will continue to influence both outside and in-house counsel. Recognizing claims for retaliatory discharge by whistleblower-attorneys may help mitigate those pressures. As the General Dynamics court explained, “the retaliatory discharge tort [vindicates] fundamental public policies by encouraging employees to act in ways that advance them. By providing [attorneys] with a remedy in tort damages for resisting socially damaging organizational conduct, the courts mitigate the otherwise considerable economic and cultural pressures ... to silently conform.” By interpreting § 806 to protect whistleblower-attorneys, courts further the policy goal of SOX by compensating for some of the economic harm that inhibits attorneys from reporting on managers.

2. Structure of Representation Creates Psychological Barriers

Whistleblower protection for attorneys is necessary because while Sarbanes-Oxley increases reporting duties for attorneys, it leaves intact the structure of corporate representation that aligns attorneys with management interests. It perpetuates a pro-management bias that previously existed under the ABA's Model Rule 1.13 by re-adopting the formalistic conception of the client as the corporate entity—a nonexistent legal abstraction. Because they remain economically tied to management, attorneys are less able to whistleblow on management without more protection. The structure of corporate representation creates a “secondary allegiance” to managers. This secondary allegiance could lead an attorney to overlook, either intentionally or subconsciously, marginal misconduct by managers. Thus, § 307 will not result in better information flow within the corporate hierarchy unless reporting attorneys receive some measure of protection from management through § 806.

Certain ambiguities are inherent in representing the nonhuman corporate client. Corporate attorneys under Rule 1.13 of the ABA Model Rules are
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obligated to represent the best interests of the client—the corporate entity.\textsuperscript{172} The SEC's Rule 205 implementation of Sarbanes-Oxley echoes this notion and attaches the attorney's ethical duties to the corporate entity.\textsuperscript{173} The corporate client, unlike an individual client who can assert her own autonomy and relate specific objectives to the attorney, can only communicate its wishes through its agents. The corporate manager "is effectively the personification of the corporate client for most ordinary legal purposes."\textsuperscript{174} In order to provide effective representation, the attorney and the corporate manager must somehow replicate the confidentiality and intimacy that exists between an attorney and an individual client.\textsuperscript{175}

It may be difficult for attorneys to internalize that the corporate manager, a person who functions as the physical face of the corporate entity, should nevertheless be disregarded to protect the interests of a fictional entity that is the nominal client.\textsuperscript{176} It may be "psychologically awkward" for the corporate lawyer to conceptualize that she "owes professional allegiances to the corporate entity, but owes no duties to the managers who have the power to select, retain, supervise, pay, and fire the lawyer."\textsuperscript{177} Although an attorney's ultimate duty theoretically lies with the corporation, her daily duties most directly involve the corporate managers who create her assignments. Senator John Edwards, who introduced the amendment to include § 307 in Sarbanes-Oxley, explained as follows:

We have seen corporate lawyers sometimes forget who their client is. What happens is their day-to-day conduct is with the CEO or the chief financial officer because those are the individuals responsible for hiring them. So as a result, that is with whom they have a relationship. When they go to lunch with their client, the corporation, they are usually going to lunch with the CEO or the chief financial officer. When they get phone calls, they are usually returning calls to the CEO or the chief financial officer. The problem is that the CEO and the chief financial officer are not the client.\textsuperscript{178}

Attorneys develop close working relationships with managers, which make attorneys more likely to give managers the psychological benefit of the doubt.\textsuperscript{179} The rapport attorneys have with managers reduces the attorney's capacity to perceive danger signals that might indicate fraud.\textsuperscript{180}
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Attorneys may not want to see fraud because it would harm the close relationship that attorneys have with managers. A broken relationship with management could then translate into the career harms previously discussed. In other words, psychological biases created by the structure of corporate representation may limit an attorney’s ability and desire to perceive and interpret management behavior as wrong.

In contrast, Sarbanes-Oxley’s § 301, governing auditors, ensures that auditors are independent from management, and thus, able to whistleblow on corporate fraud. Unlike SOX’s provision for attorneys, § 301 severs the economic and psychological ties that auditors previously shared with management. Section 301 achieves this separation from management by transferring all responsibility for the hiring, supervision, retention, and compensation of auditors to the audit committee, whose own independence is also enhanced by SOX. While there may be good reasons for management to retain supervisory control over legal counsel but not auditors, the differences between §§ 301 and 307 illustrate that attorneys, unlike auditors, are not in a position to whistleblow effectively without additional protection from management. Although whistleblower protection will not eliminate the psychological difficulties inherent in the structure of corporate representation, § 806 can help insulate attorneys from management retaliation and neutralize some of the economic disincentives attorneys face by reporting under § 307. For gatekeepers—attorneys and auditors alike—to be truly effective monitors of management on behalf of investors, they must have insulation from management.

Ethical obligations imposed on attorneys through § 307 do not adequately compel attorneys to report on corporate fraud. While as a matter of law, attorneys subject to § 307 and the SEC rules of professional conduct are required to abide by their duties, in practice, attorneys may “ignore or rationalize away” these obligations to protect their livelihood. As Justice Freeman explains, “We cannot continue to delude ourselves . . . that attorneys’ ethical duties, alone, are always sufficient to guarantee that lawyers will ‘do the right thing.’ . . . [T]he incentive needed is recognition of a cause
of action for retaliatory discharge, in the appropriate case." Justice Freeman's reasoning applies with particular force to the case of attorneys under § 307. Whistleblowing on corporate fraud presents immense personal risk for attorneys. Unless courts protect whistleblower-attorneys from retaliation, corporate attorneys will not be able to whistleblow and promote the substantive goal of Sarbanes-Oxley. The structure of corporate representation, compounded by strong economic incentives, makes it unlikely that corporate attorneys will aggressively whistleblow on management misconduct. Section 806 is not a complete antidote to the difficulties of whistleblowing; it will not eliminate the psychological barriers of attorney reporting. Affording whistleblower-attorneys the protection of § 806, however, will help counterbalance some of the economic pressures attorneys face in reporting under § 307.

CONCLUSION

If federal courts interpret § 806 as not protecting attorneys reporting under § 307, then Sarbanes-Oxley would create a quandary for attorneys. It would draft attorneys into a crusade against corporate fraud, leaving them without shields or armor to endure the anticipated strikes by management, and then punish them if they are unable to whistleblow on the hand that feeds them. The traditional rationales used to deny whistleblower protections for attorneys no longer hold sway in the corporate context. In the wake of the Enron debacle, Congress enacted Sarbanes-Oxley to transform the corporate climate and enhance detection, prevention, and prosecution of corporate fraud. By providing attorneys with the shields and armor of § 806, courts further the legislative goal of Sarbanes-Oxley. Allowing retaliatory discharge claims mitigates the disincentives attorneys encounter when they put their careers on the line to prevent future Enrons and advance the public interest.
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